Bye-bye, Navy spy

Stump speech fails

Sears comes to bank

Jerry Whitworth gets 365-year sentence

Quest to save urban forest comes too late

New player in automated teller lineup
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By Amy I.. Pahalan
Daily .itaff writer
Cramped quarters continue to
plague the university. hut help is on the
way in the form of department shuffling
and general renovation.
The partial closure of Dwight Bente’ Hall. lack of funds for capital outlay
fiir the past few years and aging facilities
arc mainly to blame for thc space crunch.
said Peggy Asuncion. SJSU facilities
planning manager.
Reconstruction projects on the old
Science Building and Wahlquist Library
willenable several departments and programs to refix:ate and create vacancies
for others in the future.
Other pans of Wahlquist Library
will undergo renoy anon. allowing admissions and reeled, MN-% Ices to 1110s C to
Wahlquist front the administration building. AUnC1011 said
Students w ill he able to "register,
pay fees to the cashier. get (general education) ads ice and get financial aid all in
one complex
she added.
Library renovations are scheduled
for fall. Asuncion said. However, no
completion date is set "It’s hard to say
when it will he finished
Parts of the lower three floors of
Wahlquist Library will he included in the
project.
A domino effect will take place
once the admission and records services
arc able to move into Wahlquist. making
space for different programs and department, to relocate on campus.
Career Planning and Placement.
currently housed in building Q. will
move to the administration building.
Continuing Education, which used
to be in Dwight Bentel Hall. will then
move to building Q temporarily
The School of Social Work and the
Afro-American Studies Program are
slated to move from buildings BB and
DD. respectively.
Those programs will find new quarters in the old Science Building. Asuncion said.
She added that planning will also
begin this year as to the future of buildings BB, 1)1) and Q
711c university acquired the buildings when the land was purchased in
1959.
Although the three buildings have
been in continuous use for more than 25
years. they are still classilit:d as tempo See BUILDINGS, page 8
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Facilities
shuffle
may ease
squeeze
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Rn I.en Gutman
Daily staff writer
(letting people to Spartan football
games this season is going to be tough
considering last season’s 2-8 performance.

&rice, is all import to the health of SJSU
sports.
"The idea is to help fill the stands
and promote the athletic department."
said Jerry Hukee. co-chairman of the
Quarterback Club’s marketing commitis a support team of
But this year there are over 100 peo- tee. The committee
ple, a record number, working to till former Spartans who want to stay in30.000-seat Spartan Stadium. The aver- volved vs ith SJSa ’
age attendance at last year’s home games
Eight alunini squads form the team,
was about 12.000,
including a media committee. a hospitalA group of 100 concerned alumni ity committee and a marketing commithuddled this summer and drew up a tee.
eame plan to sell Spartan football be "What we have designed is a way’
use of the negative publicity surround- of approaching a game to find out what
ing the program after last year’s $250. - components go into making it a media
OM deficit.
event.’ said Craig Ash. also a co-chairThe deficit resulted from the poor man of the marketing committee.
season, the loss of television revenue and
This season, many different side
over-enthusiastic attendance projections.
withAthletic and university administrators events will happen simultaneously
football
games. including concerts and
said the crunch could hive been sideguest performers. !Moreover. the athletic
stepped if attendance was better.
department will also give away a MerRich Chew., assistant men’s athletic cedes-Ben/ at the Fresno State game and
director, said football needs to average trips to New York and Europe at other
games.
17.000 in attendance to stay healthy
Ted Gamow. SJSUs new ticket
Last year’s four-game average was
around 10.000. Chew said Some have manager, said ticket sales have shown
predicted that the team - which opens S0171C improvement over 1985. Exact figagainst Oregon State. Washington State. ures are unavailable, he said
’We are a little bit better than we
Stanford l!niversity. the Univ ersity of
California at Berkeley and Calitornia were last year at this time.’’ he said
Glarrow, who used to be the San
could be 0State University. at FR:situ
5 by mid-season. That could mean cuts Francisco 49crs’ ticket manager. started
in the non-revenue -generating minor this week and fills a void in the ticket desports as shown by the wrestling team’, partment.
See FOX /TB ALI.. page 5
four-month suspension. Good alien -

CSU faculty seeking
new job contract

Alan Dee

Korey Chun (left) and Jeff Sasaki. both seniors in
industrial design, roll up their Design 124

Daily staff photographer

sketches. The second floor of the art building upparently is no stranger to this aerody namic art.

The owner hound the suspect alter talking with
four people who were standing near the Student Union.
Higginbotham said.
Grabbing the adult suspect, who had bolt cutters in
his possession. the man then called university’ police.
Higginbotham said. The juvenile was able to escape
fronf the scene.
Officers Brian Garrett and Michael Oreschak arrived on the scene at 10:55 p.m.. taking the suspect into
custody. The officers then questioned the suspect. Higginbotham said, who gat,: police the name of the juvenile suspect.
The juvenile was arrested at 12:40 a.m, after police spotted him at 11th and Santa Clara streets. The bicycle was recovered from the youth and returned to its
owner, police said.
University police are continuing their investigation to find other possible suspects in the case.
Six bicycles, with the total value of 52.300. were
reported stolen to UP!) in the first three days of this semester. Higginbotham said. Fifty-two bicycle thefts
were reported in the first seven months of this year, a
13-percent increase iiv cr 1985.

’Bicycle then has been increasing yearly
ginhothani said, adding that it is probably the biggest
crime prohleni on campus.
He said students can take steps to prevent their bicycles from being stolen.
Secure bicycles Chains and padlocks are no
longer adequate. he said. "That’s like not locking them
at all.’
Bicycle thieves, he said, are using holt cutters to
slice through locks and chains. lockers are safer than
securing hikes iv ith chains and padlock,. hut newer. ()shaped. hardened steel locks are safer. he said.
These locks can only’ he cut with a blowtorch.
Higginbotham said, and cost between $20 and WE
"It’s a small investment. Sonic of these hikes are very
expenso.e."
Record the serial number of hikes or engrave
driver’s license or social security numbers in an inconspicuous place.
Report suspicious activity to university police
Some bicycle thefts have occurred during the day
when many people have been around. "We have to get
the student, to h, p each other." Higginbotham said.

Prof plans to continue lawsuit against university

Jose Hernande, lost a jury trial in
July. and his motions for reversal of the
verdict or a new trial were denied last
week.
James A. Wright. Santa Clara
County Superior Court judge, did reduce
the court costs for which Hernandc/ is
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Football needs record 17,000 attendance
to send deficit blitz to the showers

By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer
I my ersity police arrested two suspects this week
in connection with the theft of a $750 bicycle parked
outside the Spartan Pub.
Albert Tony Mar, IN. was arrested late Tuesday.
five minutes after police received a phone call from the
owner.
Diu,. of San Jose. was charged with grand theft,
conspiracy and possession of a burglary tool. After
booking by the University Police Department, the suspect was placed in custody at the county jail. said Jeffrey Higginbotham. a UPI) investigations sergeant
The other suspect. a juvenile, was apprehended
Iwo hours later and was placed in custody at Juvenile
Hall. Higginbotham said.
At 10:50 p.m. Tuesday. university police received
a call from a bicycle owner who said he had a suspect in
custody for stealing his bicycle.
Thc owner had locked his bicycle at a rack south
of the pub earlier in the evening, Higginbotham said.
An hour later, he left the pub and found the bicycle
missing.

An associate professor of foreign
languages at SJSU said he intends to
continue his four-year effort for redress
of alleged racial discrimination by university officials.

tIglist

Fourth and ten:
Spartans go long

A scrolling stroll

Police arrest suspects in bike theft case

By F.. C. Walters
Daily staff writer

I rida>.

liable trout S28.000 to 1.13.000 and is
considering further cuts. said Fernando
Hernande/. the professor’s attorney and
brother.
Fernando Hernandet said he and his
brother will appeal the case.
Jose Hernandez. 48. filed suit in
1982 under the U.S. Civil Rights Act of
1964 and the California Fair Employment and Housing Act He charged discrimination and conspiracy to discriminate because of his race and national
origin.
The suit came to trial in June
against university President Gail Ful-

lerton. interim A, ad, nn, X ice President
Arlene Okerlund. Assooate Academic
Vice President or Academic Affairs
Lela Noble. Chairman of the Foreign
Languages Department Donna Gustafson, and professors of foreign languages
Roland Hamilton. Mario Federici and
Werner Radke.
Hernande, began teaching Spanish
at San Jose State in 1966, after earning
both his B.A. and M.A. here and receiving his doctorate from the University of
Madrid in 1972. He was granted tenure
in 1973.
Hernander said he has maintained

solid acadeniic credential,, including
publishing and presenting several articles, serving in the community and on
numerous committees at the university
and teaching 13 advanced or graduate
more than anyone else in his
courses
department.
Despite these achievements, he
claims university officials consistently.
opposed him in his attempts to obtain
tenure and promotions to both assistant
and associate professor, never granted
him a sabbatical and have repeatedly
denied him the rank of full professor
See LAWSUIT. page 8

By Da% id Rickard
Daily stall writer
For the second time since they
adopted collective bargaining in 1483.
the faculty members of the CSU system
have begun a new academic year without
,
a contract.
through in negotiations appears dim, said
an official of the California Faculty Association at a meeting Wednesday. afternoon at the University Club The CFA
is the faculty’s representative in the contract talks.
The problem. according to Paul
Worthman, CFA assistant general manager. is inflexibility on the part of the adat town to update
ministration. He w
Stril ’ faculty memhers oll the latest
riiund of negotiations. v. Inch concluded
Aug. 22 in I a,. Angeles
Although one it the areas trt contention. an acid iss-the-board 6.8 -percent
salary increase for California State University faculty members retroactive to
July I, was granted by the administration’s bargaining team at talks last week,
many other fundamental differences reniain, he said.
Worthman cited sin separate issues
on which the administration has refused
to budge. all of winch lie claim, are
hound by’ a common thread. "If there is
one single issue running throughout the
negotiations it concerns faculty govern -

II relates to presidential pOV1er
Iv cry condition relates to that."
Vs’orthinan said
The problem. according 10 Worth’
man, is that the CSU wants to impose a
number of major takehacks 14 rights already belonging to the faculty. Chief
g them are: binding arbitration of
faculty grievances, an unfettered Faculty
Early Retirement Program. faculty control of merit bonuses. job security rights
for lecturers itemporary faculty I. and the
separation of rank from salary
Another condition not in the preViOLIS contract hut that the CFA would
like to see in the next one is a comprehensive non-discrimination statement.
prohibiting discrimination and sexual harassment in the workplace. W’orthnian
said. The adniinistration has contended
that its present policies and procedures
arc sufficient on the topic. he said.
Among the faculty members present
at Wednesday’s meeting, the issue of
rank and salary drew the most discussion. Under the traditional pay system. tenured faculty at each til the three
traditional ranks (assistant, associate and
professor) are paid at one of five designated salary levels on a set schedule.
Worthman said.
The new CSC proposal, however.
would allow the campus president to Se.
See PROPI)SAI., page 8

Lack of state funding angers
campus officials, track coach
Hy Dan Kier
Daily staff writer
SJSU officials are upset because
lung -awaited funds for resurfacing of
the Bud Winter Field track have not
been approved by the chancellor’s office
Officials from the physical education and facilities departments expected 5220.000 to he approved this
year for the track.
"We just hit the wrong year to
get the job done." said Mohammad
Qayounii. SJSU director of facilities
development and operations.
The field is located at 10th and
Alma streets.
Funds for resurfacing were to
come from the Capital Outlay Fund
for Public Higher Education, which
comes directly from the state’s offshore oil revenues.

The reason 5.151 did pot receive
this year’s falling oil
lands
prices led to a decline in incoming
revenues for the Capital Outlay Fund
for Public Higher Education. said
Barbara Pluta. SJSU design and construction manager
The money received from the
fund is divivded between the 19 colleges in the stale system.
The resurfacing was second on
SJSU’s list of priorities for special repair projects for 1986-87.
After reviewing statewide campus requests. the joh was moved to
number one on a priority two list
none of which will receive funding
this year.
Four safety measures, including
repairs on a sewage lift pump in the
business classrooms and repairs on an
See TRACK. page 8
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Editors’ Extra

Strong actions necessary to remedy drug abuse problem
girl
I 3-yeal -old
in her parents for
abusing drugs, people were
shocked with disbelief.
Question after question was
raised, and many people wondered
why such an "extreme" action was
taken.
"Why would she turn in her parents?" asked a friend, with a look on
her face that in essence said. "I could
never do that .’
"Why would anyone turn in his
or her parents
the people who have
dime so much for us not to mention who have given us life." another
friend said. "What was her problem?"
Deanna Young has caused perplexity ever since the 13th 010’6
month when she reported her parents’
alleged drug abuse to the police and
turned in a trash hag of drugs that police said contained $2,800 worth of
cocaine plus marijuana, pills and assorted paraphernalia as evidence.
Now, 30 companies are seeking
the rights to tell the story of Young
and perhaps explain to all the puzzled
people the psychology of desperation
that compelled her to tattle on her
parents.
What many fail to see, however.
is that Young was caught in the middle of a problem that many of us only
experience from a distance.
She had to face the realities of
drug abuse and what it was doing to
her loved ones. The problem hit her
right at home. Rather than turn her
head, she faced it and did what she
thought she had to do.
Young could !levee used the rationale that a lot of people use drugs
so it is not so had her parents do too.
But she could not overlook the fact
that drugs can kill.
Young could not disregard the
W1411
I limed

a

Veda
Anderson
lecture sliC had heard front au offduty sherd t’s deputy explaining the
dangers ol drugs.
So Young took action.
"But it’s what she did that bothers !inc..’ yet another friend said. "It
seems something other than that
could have been done."
Sure, there is always more than
one solution to a problem. Young
could have done some of the things
that are already being done to combat
the drug abuse problem.
Perhaps she could have purchased sonic pamphlets concerning
drug abuse and given them to her parents, disregarding the fact that there’s
a 100-percent chance that her parents
already know the dangers.
Or she could have taken the advice of President Reagan and volunteered to take a drug test to u55 an example for her parents.
Or maybe she could have invited
her parent, to a "Just Say No" rally
or asked them to stop using drugs.

Hut voluntary drug testing, tat
lies and public education campaigns
are actually symbolic.
More substantial actions must be
taken. When people are addicted to
drugs it takes more than symbolic
acts and exposure to education campaigns to get them to quit.
And anyone who has dealt with
an alcoholic in the family knows that
just asking or even pleading with that
person to quit doesn’t work. So why
would it work on a person addicted to
illegal drugs’?
The abuse of drugs has moved
passed the stages of something that
can be handled with typical acts.
Drug education campaigns and
voluntary drug testing are fine, but
how much do they really do to curb
the problem?
Young saw what remains obstructed from many people’s view:
Drug abuse is a serious problem and
more drastic measures need to be
taken to get people to stop using illegal drugs.
She had reached the point where
she didn’t know what to do. So
Young made a big decision, one
which she thought might get re.iih.
Although Young is the kesiii
ness against her parents, she has ,nice
been reunited with them, and ha, -aid
her parents arc seeking help.
But was her decision right?
Is it necessary to turn in a parent
or relative to remedy a problem such
as this?
If that’s what it takes, why not ’
After all, it seems to have worked in
this case.
Veda Anderson is an assistant
city editor. Editors’ Extra is an
open forum for editors who ei ill appear on a rotating basis on Tuesdays and Thursday
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Letter Policy
reader% to write
The’ Spartan nail% Chef
letters. This is a page that gives you an opportunity to air
.
your views on an/natant
Letters maul bear the 114 UT’S name, major, /Mont
number and class standing. Anonymous letters and
phone numbers will not he printed.
Deliver them to the second flrum of Dwight Bente!
Roont 208, or to the Student Union IMOrmation
Center,
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit all
letters /or libel trnaliPlrh.
Opinions appedring on the krunt page are those of
the individiathwriter.:,,
Editorials appearing on this page are the opinions
of the editorial hoard of tlw Daily.

Tougher requirements for freshman athletes
SUIT) . but no tears are hong shed here riser the pielllifla tnt
freshmen athletes who are having their athletic eligibility
stripped because they do not measure up to recently implemented NCAA academic standards.
The dreaded Proposition 48. which was adopted as a
bylaw amendment at the January 1983 NCAA convention in
San Diego, took effect this month and freshman athletes have
been falling by the wayside ever since.
According to Proposition 48’s guidelines. freshmen athletes must meet twin requirements befinre they are eligible to
participate ins chosen sport. They must:
11 Achieve a 700 tout of a possible I 600) on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) or 15 tout of a possible 36) on the
American College Test (ACT); and
21 Attain at least a 2.0 grade point average in II high
school core classes, including mathematics. English and phy steal sciences.
Now if this seems incredibly low, it is, especially considering that those who take the SAT receive 400 points just for
writing their names on the test sheets.
Black educators and civil rights leaders, however, see the
requirements as arbitrary and racist and have spent the last 3./i
years blasting the proposal. They have chosen to inanely attack
Proposition 48 as a furtive attempt by white school, to exclude
black athletes.
These groups will, no doubt. buttress their arguments with
the recent news that of the 206 athletes declared ineligible
under Proposition 48. 85 percent were black.
By criticizing Proposition 48. not only do black leaders

Paul
Heally

contradict their own stews Of education, they also blindly endorse the manipulation of black athletes, which they so bitterly
oppose.
Its not the universities that are failing to educate wayward
athletes but the public school system that sends uneducated athletes to the universities. Proposition 48 offered black leaders an
excellent opportunity to seize the problems of public education.
especially those of athletes. Instead, they denounced the remedy -- albeit a weak one -- and ignored the problem.
The fact is Proposition 48 is a good idea that has no molars. Even though an athlete does not meet the NCAA standards
tin play. he can still enter the university as a "special admission," an exemption that admissions directors make for students roughly 60 percent athletes who show "special talents or latent academic promise."
Moreover, junior colleges are not covered by the legis-

...tit tat, lit suspect academic background
mon
and his athletic abilities to a two-year college and still be able
to play. This only strengthens the accommodating junior colleges that accept academic marshmallow, with the sole intent
of fattening their anemic grades while still preparing them for
major college competition.
If an athlete cannot meet Proposition 48’s feeble academic
standards - and they are feeble --he has no business whatsoever attending a four-year college. In fact, it’s unreasonable
and unconscionable even tin ask such a person to handle the
pressure of a college education just so he can increase the athletic department’s dollar count by carrying a football or dunking a basketball. That’s like throve ing a baby into the ocean and
saying. "Swim."
For years athletes have not been swimming They have
been sinking or barely keeping afloat with physical education
classes.
Parents, teachers, coaches and administrators all must
take the responsibility of emphasizing ethic:all/II tin athletes, instead of coddling them. It’s from the lower levels that an educational base must be built. and if a proypectise student -athlete
is deficient, athletics must he dripped and academics stressed.
What the NCAA needs to do iiiss IS strengthen Proposition 48 by continuing to makc athletes meet university. standards by not having the universities stoop to the level triathletes. The cathartic effect ol a stronger eligibility rule will go a
long way in ridding college athletics of people who are unprepared for higher education.
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Amerika
Stew
Hintz

A shot across the bow
As,,ith most enticits ors in ide. there is a responsibility that a newspaper columnist has to his readers and the field of journalism lie not only speaks
tor himself, but because of his access to the minds of his
readers, he speaks for a cause to which he pledges allegiance.
Exercises in self-importance are seldom read and
more Mien used to line canary cages. hut it is of value to
set a course and ’Morin the public oi ss hat is to come.
Some may argue that these rests
rival those of
carrying out the garbage or using only inn,: parking space
in the garages, but they are responsibilities nonetheless.
There is the responsibility to challenge the current
thought on a topic in the el tort to serv e as a contrasting
element in the discussion For there is often a side never
discussed in the popular press because it is considered tot,
conservati, e and follow too closely the status quo.
In addition, there is also the responsibility to
challenge the reader’s intellect and tore,- him to think for
himself Free thought is a lundamental right III our
democracy. hut it cannot he learned hs has mg it spoon red tin us like a neves story inn tele% isiinin
It is hoped that free thought hs tree thinking
individuals u ill present the lemmings of society from
leading the %Silt& 101 Or US off the c I it I of complicity.
And the right to dissent will hoNttills allow opinions.
unpopular V. all MUM’ tin ellibenISU the thought of all.
Society is esolving land the rise of mass media has
quickened that processl and in order to maintain the autonomy of the individual it is incumbent upon him to
exercise and struggle for his rights to speak freely.
Thomas Jefferson recognized these rights and advocated that individuals have responsibilities to exercise
their rights, saying: "No man has a natural right 10 commit aggression on the equal rights of another
. every
man is under the natural duty of contributing to the neces
stile% of the society . . . . "
While much has been said about these rights, the
real test comes with the way our representative form of
government functions. Those issues which are thrust into
the spotlight of government by individuals exercising
their rights, become policy of. or at the very least, influence upon the government.
Jefferson’, words on man’s rights when dealing with
his peers are fundamental to our system and are protected
by our Constitution. These protections have, at times,
been per, cited by the popular media (the very institution
the ( ’onsioutlinl V. as designed to protect) when it comes
to issues t hey ci insider too "conservative’ to notice.
This is ot course a glaring hypocrisy, hut the
"liberal tree press’ can he very selfish when it comes to
recognizing individual rights. They think nothing of
supporting an issue in the name of free discourse as a
means to encourage public policy change, hut should a
conservative voice attempt to rise above the din of liberal
speech it is often shouted down with such words as
’fascist’. and various comments on the narrowness of
mind of those who dare to challenge liberal thought.
The tide of public opinion seems tribe turning to the
conservative and against the liberal. but until voices are
allowed to speak for the former, the latter w ill continue to
monopolize and undermine free speech
Most people are apathetic when it comes to their
rights and they accept what is spoon fed to them or they
ignore the world altogether and concern themselves only
with what is beyond their noses.
It is therefore important to clear such cobwebs from
those readers’ minds and challenge others to open their
eyes to a different way of thinking. First. as a way to educate and second, ass way to protect free speech.
"I know of no safe depository of the ultimate powers of the society but the people themselves, and if we
think them not enlightened enough to exercise their control with a wholesome discretion, the remedy is not to
take it from them hut to inform their discretion by educalion. ’When Jefferson authored those words he realized
that for as long as the system functions, free speech will
he preserved in America.
Stew IiinFirriidsa7istant news editor. Amerika will
appear
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Whitworth receives Air Force explodes unarmed missile during test
365 -year prison term
SAN FRANCISCO (Al1
lot
mer Navy radioman Jerry Whitworth.
described by the judge as "one sit the
most spectacular spies sit this century" for his role in the Vt Aker espionage ring. was sentenced to 365 years
in prison yesterday
He NA ill not he eligible for parole
for 60 years.
The sentence by U.S. District
Judge John Vukasin was longer than
the prosecution had requested and
was described by prosecutors as the
harshest for espionage in the United
States since con, teted atom bomb
spies Julius and Ethel Rosenberg
’acre electrocuted in 1953.
Defense lawyers quoted Whitworth as say mg afterward. "Pni
going to he stoic about this." and as
being hopeful the sentence would he
reduced on appeal.
They also said it was unfair that
Whitworth faces a longer term than
John Walker, the confessed leader of
So, let -controlled
the
spy
ring
Walker, the prosecution chic) St11ne, against Whitworth. is to recei,e
two life terms, with parole possible in
I() >ears, if a federal judge in Baltimore upholds his plea-bargain.
Whitworth. 47. of Davis. was
con, icted July 24 ot selling to
Walker, his longtime friend. IIeseis decoding equipment.
erets 1
colic it...), .inti cirurnutsiuticattsrns s),

’ems that he gathered and photographed for nearly a decade as a
highly placed radio officer at ship and
shore stations.
He also was convicted of tas
es asion on the 5332.000 that Walker
paid him
Military and intelligence officials testified at the trial that the spy
ring had revealed the Navy’s mod
precious secrets and caused slur
that may he impossible to calculate
The spy ring "has jsumardized
the backbone of this country’s naval
defense." Assistant U.S -kttorne,
William Farmer told Vukasin
Shortly helms: sentencing. k, hi!
worth spoke lsir the Inst time ill
trial w diking quickly to the podium
and say mg in a choking voice. "I just
want to say liii s ers . s ers sorrS.
I lc then aro, .dibldildd to a Nistc ii ng 2t i-iiiintite tongue-lashing by
iikasin, hsi eal led Whitworth the
mil of banality
a twist on historian Hannah .-krendt’s "banality sot
es il" phrase or Nati leader Adoll
Liehmann
and a inan who "believes in nothing."
Whitworth. expressionless for
most of the hourlong sentencing proceeding. reins), ed his classes and
dabbed at his eyes as iskasan began
ss Is
his final speech. Whits, iii
Brenda Reis. sat Mies- 111,k. has k iii
the packed eourtroom. dressed in
black . her e, e, slow is

VANDENBERG
AIR
FORCE
BASE (API -- The Air Force intentionally blew up an unarmed intercontinental
ballistic missile Thursday when priihlems developed during a test flight Mier
the Pacific Ocean, officials said.
The Minuteman 3 missile, designed
to carry explosives to three targets. lifted
off from an underground silo at 7:04
a m, for its 15.000-mph. 4,2(X)-mile
flight to the Kwajalein Atoll, said Tech.
Sgt. Fred Bolinger, a spokesman for the
1st Strategic Aerospace Division at Vandenberg.
An anomaly occurred during the
flight which caused the early termination," Bolinger said. "The destruct
signal was sent well into the missile’s
30 -minute test flight .’
Details such as how close the 60toot -tall, 78,0M-pound missile got to its
target were not disclosed. Bolinger said
there was no danger to anyone in the
ocean area where it fell.
A team of Air Force and Department of Defense contractor engineer,

was investigating and a cause had not
been determined
Air Force Capt, Jeff Mielke.
spokesman for the Strategic Air Command headquarters in Omaha. Neb.. said
information was tieing released only
front Vandenberg.
The aborted flight follows a series
of failures tor America’s space program

Those include the Jan 214 shuttle
explosion in Florida that killed seven
Challenger crew members, the April 1$
blowup of a .1 min missile carry mg a spy
satellite mei S. andenberg, the April 25
failure sit
\ ikeI /rum rocket :it White
Sands. N St Ilic \t,s
destruction of
an out -o) -control I hits rocket in Honda;
and last Saturday
destruction of an
Aries rocket carry mg an X-ray telescope
from White Sands

.1 he last time a Minuteman 3 was
destroyed was on Feb 5, 1955. Bolinger
said Since that 11111e. there have been 10
successful Minuteman launches Another failure had occurred in February
1983 The cause of those failures was not
disclosed.
’the rocket destroyed ’I’hursday was
the 123rd Minuteman 3 launched as part

Woman celebrates 126th birthday
PEKING ’API
A rural laborer in
(In iia ’s southern Yunan pro, ince celebrated her 126th birthday recently . the
official China News tier, use reported
Wang 1/ainei sit Ha 11.1 ’township
was horn July 6. 11460. the dispatch said
Mrs Wang has been blind silk’s’

On Wednesday. the Sept. 7 Vanlaunch of an Ailas-E rocket was
scrubbed because 01 fuel leaks. the 15th
launch postponement lsir a 537 I million
weather and search -and -rescue satellite

VIENNA, Austria iAP)S 1st
Angeles hone marrow surgeon w ho
treated some Chernobyl Winn, said the
accident could cause as mans. as 75.000
cancer deaths worldwide sner the nest
70 years.
Dr. Robert Gale told reporters yesterday that insist delegates to au international conference In k. icnna agreed that
as mans as 25.0011 eaneer deaths linked
to the Soviet nuclear plant disaster could
occur in the European part of the Soviet
Union alone.
Au esplosion and fire occurred
April 26 at the No 4 reactor id the Chernohyl plant. tiO link., north ot Sties in the
Soviet Ukraine 1 wo people ssere killed
and at least 29 other Sits lets base since
died from injuries linked to the accident,
which sent a radioacto e cloud user
much of Europe and mho parts of the
world.
He said the number ill cancer deaths
worldwide as a result ot the accident
could range from I AIM to ’6,i K x

11 a

"It took a long time hi get here and
we had to fight to get it hut they gave us
exactly what we wanted.** said Ryans
father. Robin Thomas. 28.
Ryan contracted the deadly AIDS
Sirius from a blood transfusion he recoy ed shortly alter he was horn prematurely Ho has suffered fnmi lengthy infections and other ailments. hut appears
healthy now ewer! for swollen lymph
nodes. ’thotilas said.
’rhomas and his wife. Judy. 27.
spent the last nine months trying to
persuade school officials to let Ryan into
kindergarten at Santa Rosa Road Elemental’, School near their home.
Yesterday’s hearing was conducted
by a special committee of school officials. health workers and representatises
of parents. teachers and school workers
has e
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Based on tests that showed Ryan is
immature, the committee recommended
he go to preschool, said Paul Anderson.
director of curriculum services for the
school district. If a preschool acceptable
to both the parents and district officials
eant he found. the committee recommends Ryan he accepted into kinderearten Anderson said

Students protest
Soweto slayings
JOHANNES10 RI. South Africa
t Misersils students threw stones
at polls e and Lars sesterdirs alter leaving
a meeting held to protest the police killings of 20 blacks in Soweto. Thc government promised to hold a public inquiry
into the shootings
Witnesses said police fired tear gas
when students at the University of the
Witwatersrand began throwing stones at
police van, and other vehicles and at a
police film crew. The university is officially for whites, hut niany blacks attend. Both blacks and whites were involved in the clash.
The South African Press Association said that one while student fired a
gun into the air and that a police cameraman was injured when he was hit by a
stone.
SAPA said about I MOO students attended the protest meeting hut only about
400 clashed with police.
The students were protesting the police shootings of 20 blacks during riots in
the sprawling black township of Soweto
on Tuesday night and Wednesday morning.
The government said yesterday that
20 blacks were killed by police and confirmed that a blx,k Soweto councilor was
killed by youths. It said 98 other people
were injured
(AP)

Bele
BACK TO
SCHOOL.
BASH
$5.00 All -You

,Can-Eat-Buffet.
Price includes draft beer,
wine, well, margaritas
plus our incredible
20 Foot buffet!!

lier

Parents of AIDS child win
first round in war with school
I
pas
AlASCADERO t API
ents of a 4 -year-old sults:ring trom AIDS
won a preliminary s curry yesterday in
their nine -month battle to get their sOrl
into public school.
A special school district committee
recommended that 14,..in 1110111as he allowed to attend kindergarten it his parents are unable to find a preschool that
nil) take the bury the recommendation
will he considered by the Atascaclerst
[tutted School District hoard tin ’Ines -

Apartment, Dorm Rooms, or Home Bars
Also Great as Presents

I idle told I he Asol: idled Press ear-

yesterday that estimates of the death
toll from Chernobyl are "very broad,"
hut health everts heliete "the truth will
he between the estremes,"
Gale is attending a weeklong conference under Me auspices of the International Alsimie Energy Agency called to
consider %sass to Mims’s.: international
cooperation in fighting nuclear accidents.
Speaking at a news conference mo
the fourth day of the conference. So, lei
and Western delegates suggested establishing an international agency. composed ot s is ii defense and military personnel. to pool efforts against any future
atomic is odent
’We behete that as quickly as possible. a responsible international auths of ity should be considered to make as all
able all possible resources for corn:L:11\ c
action (against accidents). involving
civil defense and the army." said Helmut Rabold. an East German atomic
saki, sittisial

1971 hut can walk, hear and is healthy.
the news sers ice said
She has been a laborer all her life
and has a regular daily routine Her diet
includes rice. %ego:tables. fresh fish and a
little bit 111 rice wine at meals, the report
said

denberg

DECORATE YOUR

75,000 deaths worldwide
from Chernobyl, expert says

sit the Strategic Air Command’s evaluation of the Minuteman weapons system,
Bolinger said
The ICBMs. equipped with three
solid -fueled rocket engines. has e a range
of more than 6.300 111110, More than 200
%donuts:man missiles have been launched
since 1969 Iron) S andenberg. 140 miles
tionliwest of
singeles

Saturday,
August 30
Sunday,
August 31
&
Monday,
’September 1

4L.

5 - 8 p.m.
CALL TODAY (408)

296-0483

(After 4:30 pm) (During day lea. e a message)

8681, NA11111.1011 AVE.
CAIIPSELL. CA 115008
(408) 376-4210

us FM 17
AT NAIIIII.T011

IF YOUR BOOKSTORE DOESN’T
CARRY SHARP CALCULATORS,
CALL AND COMPLAIN.
ail
Sharp calculators are designed to by
first in their class..
Our EL-533 financial calculator
for example, has twenty memories compared to just five for the
competition. So it lets you do
complex calculations like
counted cash flow
analysis.
For those who
prefer lab coats to
pinstripes, there’s
our EL-506A scientific calculator. With
its 10-digit display,
direct formula entry
and 93 scientific functions, it makes performing even the most
difficult calculations easy as pi.
And because it’s sleek, slim and
stylish, you’ll never look out of
step as science marches on.
The fact is, Sharp makes all
kinds of ingenious little calculators that can help get you
through college. And help you
pay for it.
Because unlike college...
they’re surprisingly affordable.
CalCulritOM Audo. A/V Equipment Banking
SySterns Broadcast Cameras Cash Registers
Computers and Peripherals. Copiers Electronic
Components. Electronic Typewriters Facsimile
Medal Products, Microwave Ovens Televisions.
Vacuurn Cleaners. Video Recorders 019136 Sharp
Electronics Corporation.SharpRlaza Mahwah New
Jersey 07430
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Professor’s bid at saving trees cut down

Second print shop lease
gains A.S. approval
ttttt re
By I.isa
Daily staff wittei
The Asst. ’met] Students hoard 01
directors formally approved a lease tag
reement with Spartan Shops which will
allow the A S to operate a print shop in
the space once occupied by Earth ’Toys.
A result ot three months of negotiaPresident ’Tom
tions between AS
Boothe and Ed Zan!, general manager of
Spartan Shops, the print shop lease approved Wednesday is substantially different front the lease ha the Earth I oys
ski shop.
The new lease is shorter than the
Earth Toys lease and coniatits mut ii ess
legal jargon. Boothe said It places less
restrictions on the A.S.. and thus In% es
the A.S. more control in the operation of
the shop, he added.
In the Earth Toys lease, tor examplc, the shop manager was required to
seek approval from Spartan Shops for almost all changes. Iron, posting signs to
adding new equipment. The new lease
requires Spartan Shops approval only it
permanent fixtures are altered
The old lease also alloaed the Spar-

tan Shops iii user to observe the "conduct or sers we 01 tEarth Toys) employees" and minty the ski shop manager il
his workers behavior was unsatisfactory ’the print shop lease does not contain such terms
The lease will increase the monthly.
rent for the space to $250, up from $175
paid during the days ilf Earth Toys.
With the new print shop site also
comes a flea manager, Paul Ice.
Lee. an SJSU graduate who matured in industrial technology, with a
minor in business administration, will
start work within three weeks. Boothe
said.
The nest shop will be an extension
of the pont shop the A.S. already tmerales in the Stink-1u l’inon
It a ill phut ttle rcgular and sell serv
ice copying. %%lute the :nom las ility a ill
handle larger proieets such is !Inkling
and multiple copies. Boothe said But he
said that final tagainzation w II he left
up to the isis manager.
Earth litys operated at a loss for 10
years helore elf using in March.

1

By Frank Michael Russell
Daily stall writer
Au
thought
professor
SJSU
Wednesday was his chance to save IOU
trees on the chopping block in the Paseo
de San Antonio area between First and
Second streets
But he was too late.
Assistant biology Prof. Steven
White found San Jose’s downtown redevelopment staff had long ago approved
plans to remove the 100 trees. making
way- for a retail pay 111011 N lea es1 as ke!, to
the project.
White and about two dozen other
San Jose residents attended a public
hearing of the city’s Redevelopment
Agency Wednesday afternoon to protest
the plans. He said city residents should
be given a chance to decide if the retail
mall plans are worth sacrificing the trees
and rare open space in the downtown
area.
’I have a leeling the protest is a
little late at this point... sant 5. tie %tom
Susan Hammer. councilttoman tor District 3. ’’It’s ’lot as if dot% moan is lost
going to be a v.asieland a th ttuu 11,n:stage.

However, Hammer said she always
hates to see trees cut down. "We are

’I have a feeling the protest is a little late at this
point.’
Susan Hammer,
Vire Mayor
sensitive to the fact that people need
open space and greenery
she said.
’The area is adjacent to major redeincluding
the
projects
velopment
Fairmont Hotel and the downtown Transit Mall.
Trees are scheduled to he planted in
the downtown Transit Mull along First
and Second streets: additional open
space is planned along the Guadalupe
River and in other locations downtown.
according to redevelopment agency
plans.
Trees for the Transit Mall were purchased a year ago, she said. They have
heen planted elsewhere in the city and
should he mature when the mall is completed next year.
White countered that developers
considered concrete pla/as with a lea
planted trees open space. "Open space is
grass. stands of trees, plangreen area
ted flov..ers.’’
He said city officials have been un-

Student Union banking on new tenant for auto teller facility
,

By Andy Bird
Daily staff writer
Sears Savings Bank became the
new kid on the ATM block last week
The hank installed an automatic
teller machine in the Automated Teller
Machine facility. on Ninth Street between East San Carlos and San Fernando
streets. The space has been vacant since
January.
The lease a ith Scars Bank commenced on July I tind is ill run lin five
years, with an option to renew for an additional five years. said Ron Barrett. director of the Student Union. The facility
is owned by the Union.
Barrett said the only loss to the university was in reduced revenues mei the
five months the space was ma rented,
But he would not reveal the amount
the new lease agreement with Sem
Bank.
"I don’t think I should disc 11,,C
that," he said. "The sales’ thing to say
is that they are all comparable. I don’t
want one bank getting upset because it is
paying slightly more than another.’
The three other banks with ATMs at
Bank of America, San
the facility
Francisco Savings and Bank of the West
- all pay $275 a month, as did Imperial
Savings and Loan before it withdrew its
machine in January..
Rod Moore, regional vice president
ar Sears-liw.ings Bank, said he is satisfied with the lease. "The response has
been greater than we expected." he said.
Although he would not reveal the
amount of the lease agreement. Moore
said it is comparable to the $275 the
other banks are paying
"Actually . Hi the hit- ot ille lease
we are paying slightly mole than that."
he said. "There are ....Amor.. that we
are willing to pay " Escalators periodically raise the monthly rent during the
period of the lease
Sears Bank has been interested in
leasing the space since it became available in January, downtown branch manager Barry Line% said. He said the hank
decided to make a hid for the space when
it was still available in April.
"We wanted to package it with an
account drive to make the lease practical
for us,’’ lanes said
Represent:does from Sears Bank
were on campus all last a eek ro.rinting
new accounts from its Naafi next to
Spartan Bookstore.
Although the final decision to rent
the space came from the hank’s home 01
lice in Glendale. Lines said he has had
his eye on SJSU since the downtown
branch opened tin the comer of Forst and
San Carlos streets
"In order fiti my branch to survive," he said. "I hate to build a good
account base at the um% et tau,
The four original hanks collectively
paid SI 10,000 to build the facility in
19144, After the January pullout by [mix: -

Bombs exploded
to test air safety
In an effort to
MOJAVE tAl’i
evaluate temirist threats to air safety.
government experts exploded bomb% on
a grounded passenger jet at a remote airport, officials said.

rial Sayings. the Union was unable to
find anothei hank to occupy the space
I hem was speculation that Bank ta
Ante! it .1. k I1i1. Ii operates a large branch
111, I[0111 campus on the corner
Ii 55
oh Fourth and San Fernando streets,
might install an additional A 151 in the
acant space. hut hank officials 5attl use
tti the s orient machine tumid hiss’ iii
last increase by 75 percent
In February . -55555 tate Student

Union Director Pal Wiley contacted the
50 largest hanks in the area, hut still was
unable to tent the make
"Dne sin I got a s.111 from Sears
asking 1 ae had tented the spa,. ,.ct."
he said "It ,,as luelss sic got them
alter I had s omacted seyeral local hanks
there a as ahsolutely no interest."
Imperial Sas mr, 55 ithdrew from the
tacility hecause maintaining the ATM
was not
eticonc, hank spokesa 0-

White said meetings regarding the
removal plans had ma been adequately
publicized. "Never again should they he
able to have these public meetings that
really aren’t public at all "
Hamnier noted that residents have a
right, as with any public issue, to appear
before the city council to appeal the decision.
The council sits as the redevelopment agency board. Theageney staff
was at themeeting. hut was unavailable
for is
yesterday.

Oilelirde oar timid pilling
METRO

is the New, California-Style Deli/Cafe
offering a fresh, exciting menu.

METRO

is offering a Grand Opening Special.
Buy 1 Peppersteak Sandwich and
get 2nd one FREE (with this ad)
between 2-7 p.m. Expires Sept. 4,
1986.

METRO

is open for Breakfast, Lunch, and
Dinner to accommodate even the
most unusual schedule.

140 E. SAN CARLOS
Bhvn Jack-in-Box & McDonald’s

971-2222

by the AT&T
today, and U could win
a Pontlacrir ,a trip
to4ii) a Sony
,an
A ttillo, r a ;
T
Everyone be a
hen you make
the
oice.
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Get the picture?

With AT&T you can’t lose. Unrivaled
long distance service and now an unbeatable sweepstakes offer.
Right now, if you enter the "AT&T Long Distance
Sweepstakes’: yrni could drive off with the national grand prize
a 1987 Pontiac Fiero GT.
Or as one of two first prize winners, you could fly off on a
trip for two to London on British Airways in cooperation with

Officials were hesitant to discuss
last week’s tests in the desert about an
miles north of downtown los Angeles
’’lithe terrorists !Mind out we were
conducting tests like that, they would try
to defeat our efforts," said Walter
Greiner of the Federal Aviation Admin.
istratitms civil aviation security office.

Flying Inter Collegiate Holidays Inc.
Thousands of prizes will be given away on

individual
campuses, including Sony Discman Compact Disc Players,
AT&T Trimline Telephones, designer sunglasses, and CBS
Special Albums/Cassettes.
So enter at the AT&T Table today, And learn about reliable
long distance service that’s always a winner.

_

In Washington. Greiner said the
FAA would prefer not to pithily:we these
type of tests. ’’We didn’t want to call the
media in and make a show out of the
whole thing,"
Dan Sahovich. general manager at
Mojave Airport, said Wednesday that officials stopped him from taking pictures
of the explosions and didn’t want to talk
about the tests
"It’s kind of classified material."
he said
Sabovich said three explosions were
set off on the Convair KW passenger let,
an older model comparable to a Boeing
707.
One test involved an explosive set
off in the baggage compartment after the
plane had been pressurized. Sabovich
said.

man Donna Haste said.
"Where it was located was not a
high -volume area.- she said, "and we
had to pay a large sery ice contract to
maintain the machine
Wiley said other California college
campuses are having trouble keeping
their facilities rented. He said there has
been a trend hy the banking industry to
discontinue installing ATM-, iii n from
hank premises.

willing to listen to his protests "They
don’t want to give us any options." he
said.
White said public input into the process was just as important it) him now as
actually saving the trees in the plaza. He
said he believed officials at the redevelopment agency hearing were in "a stalling mood.- spending time showing a

slide shin% on downtown redevelopment
plans rather than addressing citizen complaints.

Nimamaal=r

AT&T
The right choice.
Enter today at the AT&T Table.
DATE 8/25-8/29
TIME 7:30am-5:00pm
PLACE Spartan Bookstore

1987

1t1

PoNTI
SONY.

FIERO DuSCHERY
’Four, r replete set of rule, for the AT&T long Durance Sweeosioltes
(throe Cord of the ATV Toble No purr how ner essory

BRITISH AIRWAYS
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SJSU aerial attack on track, but defense derailed
By Greg Stryker
Daily staff writer
Quarterbacks Mike Perez and
Ken Lutz must have thought they were
playing for the San Diego Chargers

the
he
hat

Both Spartan passers sparked a
potent passing attack that dominated
the Spartan defense in Wednesday’s
final pre -season scrimmage.
Perez hit on IS of 25 passing attempts for one touchdown, and backup
quarterhek Ken Luiz made the best of
his playing time by drilling two TD
pleting four of five
passes and c
passes.
Head Coach Claude Gilbert said
he was pleased with the offense.
he quarterbacks arc playing
awfully well and the receivers have

ca
:au
ci-

ff
lc

been very impressive this spring.
Gilbert said.
Wide receiver Greg Eskridge
turned in another fine perforntance
Eskridge. who can run the length of a
football field in 9.5 seconds, caught
live passes for 58 yards. Thirty -five
yards came on a tough catch of a Mike
Perez bomb down the right sideline before going out of bounds

’There wasn’t
anything out there
that impressed me.
We need our players
to be in sync as
athletes.’

QH Ken Lutz hit Maktuulu for a
21 -yard touchdown and Roberts for a
3. -yard score.
Fullback James Saxon led the
running game by bouncing off tacklers
for 41 yards on six carries. Fullback
Donald Stewart carried three times for
14 yards.
Tailback Kenn) Jackson took a

Sam

Gruneisen,

SJSU defensive coordinator
number of hard hits and was held to 22
yards on eight runs front scrimmage.
Defensive coordinator Sant Gruwise!’ said he wasn’t thrilled with the
defensive effort.
’there wasn’t anything out there

said
that impressed inc’ & ii
1711e need OW players
Is iii slii it
athletes.

Except for several goal -line
stands, the defense had as share of
troubles.
The secondary had problems
keeping up with the receiving corps
and missed several tackles
"The defense wasn’t playing
with as much purpose as they were in
the last scrimmage.- Gilbert said.
The 1985 Spartan defense allowed an average of 30 points and 410
yards a game last season.
Punter Tom Diehl consisteimv
hi
d his punts, and Gilbert said he
was impressed with Diehl’s distance,
hang tune and quick feet

QB Allen declared academically ineligible

Ron Fried Special to the Daily
Defensive tackle Wayne Woodard and the rest of the Spartan
defense were unable to stop a potent passing attack Wednesday.

By Len Gutman
Daily staff writer
Doug Allen, last season’s starting quarterback
for the Spartan football team, was declared academically ineligible for the year by SJSU Faculty Representative Charles Whitcomb yesterday.
Allen, who was beat out this season for the starting quarterback position by Mike Perez. did not meet
requirements laid out by SJSU and the NC’AA.
’the requirements state that all students w hit
wish to participate in athletics must mai 111.1111 :111 111 erall grade point average iit’ 2 0 and coniplete at least 24
units between seasons
Allen was unavailable for comment, but according to the football department he is still attending
SJSU as a full-time student.
Spartan football Coach Claude Gilbert said he
feels the issue is unimportant now that Perez is the
starting quarterbac k
"I want to worry about the guys that are here,
the quarterbacks that are ready to play." Gilben said.
Academic eligibility has become a popular topic
at SJSI.1 and around the nation sine,: the approval of
Proposition 48 by the NCAA.
The controversial hill raised academic standards
for incoming freshmen athletes and caused a stir

among many of the nation’s black college,
SJSU and other schools around the nation have
lost players they recruited because of the new rules.
The Spartans lust freshmen Johnny Johnson. a
fullback from Santa Cru/. Mike Powers, a linebacker
from Cupertino. and Mike Reddingion, a quarterback
from I aiwndale
All were highly recruited out of high school.
The uni%ersit.s, hinve%er, can only deal with the
academic trouble of current SJSU athletes.
What then is available to current athletes to help
them academically?
’The) basically has e the ,:tine tools airy tine else
has around here.- MST Academic Monitor Arm
tianzad said
Pan of Rant:ars joh is to keep an eye on SJSU
athletes and make sure that none ol them is below
standards. this includes at least two grade cheeks for
each athlete per semester.
If an athlete is struggling academically there are
certain options he or she can take.
Han/ad can obtain a tutor for them or they can
participate in the tearns ow ii academic improvement
p

Southern Cal hopes to boost offense with new passing game
LOS ANGELES (API The house
inhabited by the likes of O.J. Simpson
and Marcus Allen at Southern Cal the
I -formation
will have a smaller yard
in which to play this season.
The lormation that enabled both
Simpson and Allen to win Reisman Trophies will hat e to share its lot in the Trojan offense w ith a split -back formation
which will allow Southern Cal to throw
the ball more effectively.

"Front a design standpoint, we’re
not going to he sitting in the I -formation,’ Coach Toni Tatter told the Pacific -10 Conference Skywriters, a group
of sports writers touring the conference .
football camps "We’re going to have
more movement from our quarterback
and we want our running hacks to he factors in our passing game
Tollner said the Trojans will he
using_pallitins and passes tit their runniug

backs to improve the production of an offense that its eragecl 335 yards a game last
year
"We still expect to be a power
team:. Toll tier said. "We want to control the line of scrimmage, run the ball,
and I think we have the ability to do
that."
Tollner said lie wasn’t satisfied with
his team’s ti tense in 19/15
’ I he pmklittflAA the 1.,11eItse

not what we thought it could be.
Tollner said. -This won’t he anything
drastically different. We’re willing to experiment. How far will go will depend
on our inibs iduals.
’We think we’ll get more big runs
it we take the heat off of them with some
other format ions. ’

Whitcomb said each team has its own responsi
hility to assist players academical!)
’Some of the teams have study tables, some di,
not." Whitcomb said. "The team and the coaches set
that up to assist those players that may he having
some academic difficulty dunng the course of the
Spartan athletes all. carry around 12-14 units,
said Whitcomb. 12 being the minimum, and they
have to make normal progress toward their desig
nated major or course of study.
For the Spartan football team, coach Terry Shea
helps out with academic problents
"We have a study table our staff believes in very
strongly’ Shea said. "It’s a select group of players
who conic out. those players that are having problems
and new players who have lo prove to us they can
handle it academically."
Academic help does not end when the season
does Shea said the athletes can obtain help in the fall
and the spring
The football team also likes to reward athletes
who have performed well ai:adentically, Shea said.
"We award a football scholarship recognizing
the outstanding scholar in each class level.** he said

vs,OREGON
DUCKS

SANJOSE STATE
UNIVIF4eir-.SITY

SAT., SEPT. 6,7 P.M., SPARTAN STADIUM
Win PAN AM KICU 36 trips lo N V.
Poster & mini -binocular night
Turn -of -century tailgate party
See Krazy George’

Southern Cal comes off a h-6 season which ended with a 10, to Alabama
inthe Aloha Bowl.

SpAcialAtudenliAlsAftie, Armlable

Faculty Ste A Nunn,

TICKET INFO (408) 277 -FANS

CAMPUS
FREE FOR ALL
It’s wild.
Sears Savings Bank has just freed student checkbooks.
With Intelli-Checking
There’s no minimum balance requirement. Or per-check
charge. And we’ve made it easy to qualify for a $100 line of
credit. (So you can start establishing your own credit history.)
We’ll start you out with your initial order of standard
checks, free. And well store your checks for you, too.
Of course, if you need money quick, you’ll have instant
access to our brand new on-campus automated teller, the

"Easy Money Machine." If 11 keep you in cash N hours a day,
365 days a year.
So stop by our booth in front of the Spartan Bookshop
between August 25 and 29. Or come to our nearby branch,
(285 South First Street, 298-1300),
SearsFinant7aVZ.Ork LJ
and open your Intelli-Checking
account. And join in the free-for-all,

SEARS
E AsiGS

e

AN located across the street from
the Student Union.

BANK

net
.1101’

All the value you’ve come to expect, now where you need it most
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By Paul IleaIly
Daily staff WAIN
A dark cloud 111111. k.,1 ,oige
Williams for six months.
Williams
who recently tranlerred
to SJSU from the University of Minner basketball team sota - and two I
males acre charged w ith 12 counts of
first -degree Se %WI asSiltili in connection
with a Jan, 24 incident at a Madison.
Wis hotel,
But on July 24 the cloud was removed. when a six -man, six -woman jury
acquitted the three players of all 12
counts, clearing the way tor Williams,
an Oakland native. to transfer iii SJSU
Spartan coach Bill Reny, who recruited Williams out of Oakland’s Skyline High School in 1984. said he had no
problems bringing Williams to SJSU.
"I felt comfortable w ith George
coming here:. Berry said. "I’ve known
him and kind of watched him grow up
20. tirst caught the eye ol
Spartan assistant coach Dave Bollwinkel
as a gangly high school sophomore.
Berry started recruiting Williams the
next year. and at that time he came to
know Williams and his family
"I know more about ( reorge and his
family because 01 that ire. riming him in
1984L" Berry said. "His lamily is %cry
interested in the kids (Williams has three
brothers i getting a good education.
George is educationally oriented as
well
Williams will redshin this year.
He’s majoring in 11,’Cl111111r) :110 sees a

lleorge
dshrinny; this vr
\ Car away limn haskethall Js iii opponutiny to establish himselt well academically
used M my
"It I redshirtine I can
advantage," Williams said. "It can be a
big advantage academically and
chance) to ’nature physically and mentally."
The articulate yet soft-spoken Williams spoke about improving both his
:lc...di:mks and his basketball.
" I will hose a whole season to gain
strength and stability. and to improve my
game.’’
said Minnesota ,lidn’t cm -

sb_mitt Sit eialitting SCI) 111Us I1. but he
intends to start training here.
"I would like to hulk up in the
upper body.’’ he said. "I think I’m at the
right place to do that.’’
Berry said the 6-fixtt-8 Williams,
who started both years at Minnesota, is
an "awfully good power forward prospect...
Berry said redshining could he a
real plus, allowing Williams to learn the
Spartan system. which Berry said
usually takes a year.
"It takes the individual, and I think
George will make it work well," he said.
Berry said he contacted Williams in
May about coming to SJSU.
Williams said he always felt that he
wouldn’t have problems attending another school. SJSU, however, was the
only school that called.
"It was nice to have Coach Berry
show a lot of interest," Williams said.
"Coach Berry was the only one to show
interest (in met."
When asked if he thought Williams
might encounter hecklers when he play s
in 1987, Berry, slightly riled, said. "Unless you post -judge hint, why should
there he any trouble? I don’t foresee any.
"Fni not naive enough 10 realize
there’s not going to be comments. But if
people form their own opinions of
George, there should be no problems."
He said Williams was a "victim of
circumstance" and hoped people would
avoid guilty innuendoes. considering the
fact that Wi II lain, N .I it,t1tIti innocent

Oiler coach stresses toughness
HOUSTON ()’lA
The personality of Houston Oilers Coach Jerry Glanville. "the man in black," is starting to
Come into locus and the team’s victory.
hungry fans like what they’ve seen.
Glans Ole wears black on the sidelines
not to reflect his mood hut to he
seen by his players.
He teaches ’’smash -mouth’ football that emphasizes toughness.
"We has,: to he healthy and not
Fragile.’’ he said "If something hap-

pens. like is finger in the eye, you’ve just
got to keep going."
Ile lightens the mood during heavy
work,iiits is th nicknames for
sikh as "Bala Hula" (Allen Pinketti.
"Captain Video" (Robert I )Iesi and
"Cornbread’ Frank Bush).
Best of all, he’s given the team a
winning attitude.
Houston has a 3-0 record gihl..
Saturday night’s exhibition
the Dallas Cowboys.
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SJSU Quarterback Club seeks
to pass last year’s expectations
FOOTBALL, from page I
Another new player on the promotion’s tests is Tom
McRann. McRann is SJSU’s new associate athletic director
in charge of marketing and community affairs. He was hired
away front Stanford University. where he was corporate
marketing director for the athletic department.
Since McRann joined SIMI, he has worked with both
the athletic department and the Quarterback Club to design
new marketing ideas to interest people in Spartan football.
One area that has changed drastically is advertising.
The university has hired an advertising agency made up of
the SJSU alumni in the Quarterback Club.
’They’ve basically olunteered their services and have
been doing quite a hit to help develop a professional advertising campaign. McRann said.
He said the athletic department is running ads in the
Spartan Daily, the San Jose Mercury News and the Peninsula Times Tribune.
The department is also running numerous radio spots
and some TV spots with Crazy George, a veteran Bay Area
sports cheerleader, McRann said the key to success in this
type of advertising is to run small ads frequently.
"What they’ve done in the past is they’ve bought one
or two very large ads in the San Jose Mercury News and just
didn’t get the frequiincy." McRann said. McRann is also
working with the local corporate community to create interest in the games. The department has also recruited corporate advertisers like American Airlines, Hank of America
and Pacific Gas & Electric Co.

Considering what
college costs these
days, you might
be interested in
knowing that

McRann said they are promoting ticket sales a t C A Is of
the spo .
’ in-house ticket offices.
When SJSU meets the University of Oregon in its
home opener Sept. Is. the athletic department will host a
media day for local radio andI’V stations.
’We’re giving radio and TV stations the opponunity
to come out and have a special tailgate area and bring their
vans or banners out there ,’ ’ McRann said,
The department is also trying to get campus groups and
organizations more involved in the games.
’’We have reserve sections now tor the first time ever,
and for just a little bit more money the students can block a
section out for themselves." McRann said.
One of the roadblocks to attending home games in the
past has been transportation between the campus and Spartan Stadium. McRann said he’s been talking to Santa Clara
County Transit and has looked into the possibility of renting
buses.
The department is also working on getting the Dallas
Cowboy Cheerleaders to perform at the CSU Long Beach
game. According to McRann, they have a verbal agreement
hut have yet to sign a contract.
He said he feels the day games arc going to make is big
difference. Three of the four home games are in the afternoon with one night game. The 1985 season had no day
games.
lbe idea is to go out. have a tailgate party with your
friends. I,simi I, music. cat, drink and h,1 !WC he said.

KINKO’S COPIES
QUICK AND THICK.

Flax sells
art supplies
for 20% to
50% off.
Always.

Kinko’s is your ticket to better looking
flyers, cards, announcements, invitations,
report covers, and other special items. We
have a wide selection of colorful, heavyduty cardstock. When flimsy paper won’t
do, come to Kinko’s. We’ve got it thick and
you’ll get it quick.

Flax also selLs
studio furniture,
frames, portfolios,
you name it.
Over 30,000 items.
SF 1699 Market
at Valencia,
(415) 864 -FLAX.
Sunnyvale,
510 E. El Camtno
near Fair Oaks,
(408) 736-6400.

kinkots
481 E. San Carlos St.
(between 10th & 11th
310 S. Third St.

tkA\N!%
t’PCWe2

295-5511
OPEN 24 HOURS
295-4336

Ift\ft11X%’

America’s Best Dressed Sandwich
WE ALSO SERVE ESPRESSO, CAPPUCCINO, CAFFE LATTE,
MOCHA, MIT SCHLAG, HOT CIDER ANDS, DIFFERENT KINDS OF
IMPORTED AND LOCAL BEERS

aStolscs:PAiv:so
SO.

80 E. San Carlos St.

947-1333
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SPARTA
SHOPS 0) I \C.

C3’4,E,A

FROZEN YOGURT

The most
demanding,
challenging
enlightening,
ngprops,
sa
difficult,
reyvarcling,
motivating and
exciting course
you can take
in college.
ARN1Y RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORN
At San Jose State
See Capt. George Jicha
Room 308, MacQuarrie Hall
or Call 277-2985

It’s Not Too Late To Sign Up!
LAST DAY TO ADD
A CLASS IS SEPT. 12th

Is CURRENTLY ACCEPTING
EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS
FOR THE 1986 FALL SEMESTER
We are currentl) accepting applications
for all the following areas:

student union
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cafeteria
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UNIVERSITYN
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SALADION ::klio
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Service
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VENDING SERVICES

SPARTAN BAKERY

SPARTAN PUB

THE ROOSVOI

Ma5Pra550
a ncounter=_

FOODTRoPZ113

FIND A JOB NOW
We offer flexible hours,
on campus!
Applications Available At All Spartan Shops Food Service Registers.
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British film scoffs at U.S. politics
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NEW YORK (AP)
l’cisIii
Watergate. or maybe even a year or two
before, American politics has defied satire.
Sylvester Stallone for president’?
Why not?
Would anyone be shocked if the
Democrats nominated a populist former
window washer? Nab.
No, a country that has survived G.
Gordon Liddy, Billy Carter and young
Ron Reagan isn’t going to collapse
laughing at "Spitting Image: Down and
Out at the White House, a two-pan
special appearing on consecutive Saturdays, Aug. 30 and Sept. 6, on NBC.
Despite its marvelous life-size puppets, this British import is disappointingly easy on the funny bone. It has a

nasty and occasionally tasteless edge.
portraying President Reagan as a senile
resident of Fantasyland and making a
crude reference to Sen. Edward Kennedy’s auto accident at Chappaquiddick.
It’s 100 had, because with a better
script these puppets would be natural
winners
Fhe story is that the United States is
secretly controlled by a board of celebrities called The Famous Corp.. chaired
by Ed McMahon.
The Famous Corp. decides who is
in and who is out, who makes the cover
of People and who can’t even get on
"Hollywood Squares." and who runs
for president. Stallone is given the nod to
succeed Reagan, and the Democrats are
ordered to nominate a loser. Again
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Berke Breathed

Bloom County

When Mallon,. Mops I iii. the I. a
mous Corp. kidnaps Reagan and substilutes Dustin Hoffman in the White
House. Richard Nixon figures in this
caper, probably because no caricaturist
can resist that face.
Its silly rather than trenchant, tak ing the easiest and cheapest shots.
To portray Reagan as a fuddled
dimbulb ignores the basis of his vast
popularity, which isn’t built on an image
of braininess. Effective satire would
have to take on his rhetorical skill, hi,
sion of America or the policies of his ad
ministration. Instead, the program gets
lost in the same confusion between celebrity and substance that it set out to ridicule.

Manuel Ruiz

The Real World

Spartaguide
SJSU Concen Choir will hold auditions today in the music
building. Room 262. Call 277-2923 for information or an appointment.

dies" Room. Contact Virginia O’Reilly at 277-2005 for information.

The College Republicans will man a registration table
today. from 10 a. m. to I p.m. in front of the Student Union.
Contact Paul Romero at 281-7322 for information.

The Catnpus Ministry will conduct a Bible study group
Wednesday from noon to I p.m. in the Student Union’s Montalvo Room. Contact Norb Fimhatxir at 298-0204 for intoned
tion.

Bulwer Lytton Undergraduate Society will hold a general
meeting today at noon in faculty offices. Room 104. Contact
Allison Heiseh at 277-285h for information.

The Hispanic Business Association will hold its first meeting Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the Student Union’s Montalvo
Room. Contact Elena Maninez at 277-9248 for information.

Circle K Service and leadership Organization will hold an
introductory meeting Tuesday at 3:30 p.m. in the Student
Union’s Pacheco Room. Contact Kelly at 268-4705 for information.

Army ROTC will sponsor "ROTC Day" Wednesday
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the information table in the Student
Union. There will also be a rappelling demonstrations from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. Transportation will be leaving every hour from
MacQuarne Hall. Contact Joan Sisco at 277-2985 for information.

The Re-Entry Club will host a support group meeting on
Wednesday from noon to 1:30 p.m. in the Student Union’s Pa-

The Spartan Gymnastics Club begins evening classes for
children and adults %mann, Wednesday at 6:30 p.m. in the
spartan complex, room 2 8. Contact Karen Masters at 2773141 for information.

Yesterdaily
Campus
Plans for the $20. I niill ion Student Union Recreation and
Events Center are :nosing along as projected, with ground
breaking expected to begin by the end of September.
SJSU will become the first university in the California
State University system to have a credit union, pending federal
approval of its charter.

The SJSU Pre-Law Association will hold its first meetine
with its advisers on Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the Student
Union’s Costanoan Room. Contact Jennifer Simcral at 734
1814 or 249-38(8) for information.
Hillel will hold a new students pizza night Wednesday in
the Campus Ministry. Contact Sandy at 294-8311 for information.

School Daze

Wanda Folk

1,1 $105 of VOU SAYING ’MAT I
NEVER GET INVOLVED WITH ANV
oRouPs ON CAMPOS;

I’M GONNA FIGHT ref% some
THING I REALLY BELIEVE IN!
SomErTHING THIS ScHoOL NEEDS!
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Sheila Neal

Isaac Newt

NOT
MOM’S
FA(1

I AM FED VP
WITH MEN
TULIN& LIE

Spurred by efforts of SJSU Prof. Wiggsy Sivensen. the
San Jose City Council on Tuesday became the fifth major governmental body in California to pass a resolution opposing
Proposition 64, the anti -AIDS measure backed by supporters of
Lyndon LaRouche.

HOW Tb BE
A WOMAN/

The University Police Department and the California National Guard are investigating how 2nd It. Jeffery Todd Macey
obtained explosives used in National Guard practice exercises
and why the SJSU student stored them in a bike locker near the
Seventh Street Parking Garage.
The old Science Building got a new lease on life earlier
this summer when the state Legislature formally approved
funding of a preliminary design for the building’s renovation.

Eric Kieninger

Thick Crust
AFTER GEMNG OVER
THE HURDLES OF
WAKING UF, MAYNAED
8E610 HIS plow WORK

Former Royce Hall director Will Koehn, who was arrested
in April 1985 on drug and weapon charges. pleaded guilty last
week to three felony counts of weapons possession.

HE rums. ON THE 1.16NIS,
TS LOklJ TI-IE
WARMS UP TRE OVEN,

TURNs

ON THE RAND,

ON T14E Som,
&ECK AND VANE T.

TUNS

AND MAKES HIMSELF
A 1.I711E 8RE4kFA6T

LETS
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Sports
The Spartan soccer team opened its exhibition season last
weekend with a 2-1 overtime victory over a team of San Jose
All -Stars in the Al Perez Benefit Soccer Classic at PAL Stadium.

Smitty overcomes his fear of frying.

Classified
AUTOMOTIVE
BUGS FOR SALE"San Jose s bast
BUGS All guaranteed., 100% tr.
nancing OAC Call VW Restora
tIon at 2976700 5700 discount on
vehicle purchase w Univ I 0
’69 MUSTANG Aqua sedan V8 auto.
moire, mint mai, ideal student
cor $2950 best offer 714-9110

FOR SALE
FUTONS!. Quality cotton products
Create your own living A sleeping
space with our futons. pillows
and homes Cuotorn Futons 8 Pillows Plus. 302 El Psoo Shopping
Center (el Saratoga & Campbell
Aves.). San Jose, 375-5646 10%
discount on Futons with tdelb

LOOKING FOR PART TIME work’
Togo’s at 900 N First St is hiring
for day time positions Please call
287-4570 or Inquire wffhin
PART

TIME

STUDENT employ.
wanted for Spartan Shops Cater.
Prohmslonel attitude relog
quired Experienced but not necessary Contact Jack or Karen Si
277-3163

RECREATION JOBS Gym end weight
room
attendant
intramural
Sport. Dlr.tor
Lead Official.
Football. Soccer, Volleyball. B..
kelball sod ...root Ref...
Apply by 8 29 86 to A S Leisure
Services neot to the Pub, 277.
2858

The fun filled night lakes place
TONIGHT at 507S 8th St al 9prn

TEACHING ASSISTANTS!
High school ...cis
Satisfy pret.ching requirement
Recelve 3 units -5 hours per week,
$4 00 per hour UPWARD BOUND
WLC 219 call 277.2338

2306
TELEMARKETING RADIO TIME PART
TIME We are looking for
few
outspoken people to sell air time
This pool.
require.
good
vol. and a trong desire to Make
money Cell Mrs Green al 377.
3800
TELEPHONE

SALES -part time

Sell

subscriptions to the Mercury News Guaranl.d $4 50 hr plus
commission Shifts 9AM-IPM or
4 30.1-8 30PM, Mon -Fri
plus
Sat Cell today (406) 953-1801

RENT EXCHANGE FOR ASSISTING
disabled student with personal
care and housework Mon thru
Fri 8 am to 10 15 am WIII train.
call 243-8900

FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
live with sincere handicapped
man Please call Brian at 298-

TELEPHONE SALES.S6-510 hr . ev.
wknds Lawn aeration and forti.

NATIONAL GAY -151 contact club 18 .
men and women Confident al. low
rates Send SASE to NGCC, P0
Box 287816. San Jo.. Ca
95159

THE CHOICE OF A NEW generation
SIGMA ALPHA MU, Ws all, fun
loving, energetic house looking
for pledges end 11111 sisters ready
for the ..itement of a growing
fraternity Come and see what
were about at 567S 8th St or call
279-0397

Ilzation

Great customer Ilsts
Green Thumb limn Service 245-

AARDVARKS DON’T TYPE, but i do!
Theses
clIssenatIons
reports
Eight page minimum six months
free disk storage On-11ne word
proc.sIng ask tor Joys al 2641029
A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time Ex.
perieneed professional word procesei-rg
papers
theses
resumes. office overflow. mailings
newsletters

Student Discorint
Guaranteed work Only 10 minutes from campus Words and
more (Pone.) 923-7810
ABSOLUTELY,

ACCURATE.
ACCOUNTABLE tor telephoneee that
toots typing lhat topstry
Tony -296-2087 51 50 per page
double spaced All work guaranteed
Than.

SERVICES

Trust

Tony

theses 8 dissertations (Campbell
%Hebron APA 3rd ed I screen.
plays resumes, cover & lollowup
letters. manuscripts (books art,
cies short stories). tron.rIptIon
Fr. SPELCHE 6 minor 0111 )11 requested), proof, disc stow. Stu.
dent feculty
Orrick
discounts
turnaround 246-5525

sales final Call Days 942.7736,
Eve. 293-4780 Ask for Joe
WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES when
U can borrow them from us, Real
Motivational. SaNs
Estate
Business hornestudy courses
Hundreds to choose from. We’ll
also eccept eny used courses for
credit toward the annual fee UN.
LIMITED borrowing The Seminar
L brary(800) 824-2222. .132
1680 SUZUKI 0511506 Faring, trunk.
looks IL runs good Call 384.7399

FIJI PHI GAMMA DELTA. No matter
how you look et Ili RUSH this
week

HIT LEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA.
TION. Shabbal dinners, parties
Sunday brunches. lecture.. Tue.day "Lunch and Lawn," Israeli
dancing. holIcloy celebretions
For Inform.. call Hill. at 2946311

LEARN A LANGUAGE at your pace
Are you en Independent worker
...king maximum flexibility in
your
busy
11.7 Earn units
through a unique program Call
Dept of Foreign Languages el
277.2576

51300 So

HELP WANTED

STUDENT UNION JOBS. Apply now In
the Student Union Directors Office All lobs start at $5 pro hr
Audlo-visual 1.hnician. maintenance

AUTO A TRUCK RENTAL utility person Good driving record, fleolble
hours, great pt lob 55 hr Mon.
arch Rentals, 17t7 N 1st St . San
Jo.
HOUSEKEEPING (PT) Han -Female
Student to cleen horn. Tronsp
62 hr bonus
furnished 15 ht
for perfect attendance 279-3398

asIslanl.

bookkeeping,

WAITRESS

NAGASAKI
RESTAURANT Specializing In Japanese
cuisine We are now hiring for
lunch shifts Contact Make or Jim

HOUSING
AFFORDABLE HOUSING!. STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully furnlahod, se
curs and safe rooms, FREE utilities and housekeeping covvIce
Reason.ble tales -shared or sin.
Ole avalleble Walking distance to
72 N 5th

DON’T HAVE A CAR, but live within 2
bike of campus, Rent me your
parking space
Call
$35 sem
Chris (415) 967-6747 eves
LOS GATOS HOME to share Beautifully furnished. quiet, co-rod environment

clerical

low cost electronic (component)
computer information needs tel
the student Call Days 942.7736,
Eves 293-4780 ask for Jo.

at 297-0153

San Jose State Office
ST, 996-0234

W d $350

rno

Call

356-7716
S J CIVIC LIGHT OPERA seeks moll
voted. &Nicol.e people tot PT

nuses! Imr.diate cranings

days

cloves Near SJSU Call 797-0110
tor Interview

PERSONAL

cream

Office located
rallzation law
wffhln 10 minutes from camou
Call Robert Ng at (406) 289-8400
Inter appointment

PERMANENT

HAIR

REMOVAL

for

men and worn. Special rate with
toculty or student I D Private
confidential Weekdays, evenings
Saturday Sunnyvale Electroly.
al. Center. Coll Business Park et
Hwy 101 AN Folrook Ave (408)

PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH tor writars. &cholera, and public officials
Specializing In hIstorkal, politi-

DRY RUSH SOUND BORING,’ Not at
SIGMA ALPHA MU’ Pup coke and
Ica

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will consult with SJSU student tor 30 mules FREE Practice limned to ell
ospects of Immigration sod natu

734-3115

season

iiclret sales by phone
High earning potential S Bo-

IS THAT DESIGN project
EE .1E8.
due a you hove no resources for
ideas or what to held’ 591 El.rooks Is committed to offering

party

cent

be de-

scribed but must be enporlenced

cal. blogrephical loplc Student
discounts available For free into.
write

CLO. 6003-8 Maio. La.,

Columbia. MD 21045

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST -term papers
theses etc
Accurate prompt,
$2 25 dbi space per page Sara.
toga area. call Joan at 741.5810
PUT YOUR WORDS In their best per.
spec..
Experienced
prof..
sional word processing pews,
Specialist In
them resumes

EXCELLENT TYPING SERVICE Term
papers, theses. r.urnes, disser.
teflon., sic for students and tac
silty We also do tape transcrip-

recholcal
sclentlfic
prom..
sr 75-$3 page Call Vicki al 281.
3058 IBM area

tion and bookkeeping Free data
storage Call 245-1759

PROFES
SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
SIONAL typing IL business eery
Ices Fest, ressonsbia. & near on,

NEED

THAT FORGOTTEN PAPER
typed fast, Let me help, Term papers, letters and reports done fall
and professionally Reasonable
rates Call Marcie at 294-6347

versify Call (408)292-4047
REPORT PAPERS Word
THESES
processing w antra attention to
detail $2 pg for students. 53 pg

Erickson
publications quality
Word Processrng 377.5293
TYPING DONE REASONABLE rates
Call P.91 at 246-5633
ZEE

Tvrevn

and Secretarial Soto -

Fast. accurate wont available .von days a we. Located
in the Blossom Hill Santa Tens.
area Limited pick.up and delloIces

etc Gall 365,012

Put Your Ad
in this Spot!

277-3171

296-2087

0556
I SELL ONLY ONE model and sire
r23"1 of bike. but you con own a
new 12-spesd lor less than $85
MffIC Bicycle Setes offers low.
coal transportation needs tor the
student 30 day guarantee All

for professionals Resumes $10
Save your wore on the IBM PC for
later use Grimmer. punctuation,
8 spelling checked printed in

leave message or 926.1274 before
10 pm

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers research papers

TYPING

Print Your Ad Here

PROFESSIONAL
AND
ACADEMIC
word processing P J sword pro.
crossing offers quell. guaranteed
work at competitive rat. Export.
enc. In thesis. term papers,
group proi.ts, resumes. manuscripts IL letters Located in North
San Jose, only minutes from cam.
pus Call P J at 923-2309
BARBE S WORD PROCESSING Have
rob will process Exports.. In
theses manu.rIpts, papers reback up
sume.
professional
work Reason... rates Located
conveniently Call Bor. al 926.370
SECRETARIAL
Student papers, resumes, business typing
needs, word processing Willow
Glen Ere& Call 11.st 267.8234

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each Mel
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11111111111_11I_Lil
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1

1

11

1

1

I

1
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111
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Print Name

BECK

RI OSSOM
HILL SANTA
TERESA
AREA F sal accurate typing end
word processing ovollable seven
days week
Limited pickup 6
delivery 365-1012
EDITING WORD PROCESSING, 2869441 Emphasis on correct punctuation. sentence structure, and
formffing (Turablen. APA. &lc)
Former English mirror highly do
pendable Willow Glen Aree. easy
Iv loc..
Call
Mrs
Morton
(Marsha) from INANTIPM at 2665448

Address

Phone

City & State

Zip

Enclosed is $
SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192

IneS

Days

Classitied Desk Located Outside D8N208
Hours 9 009 M to 3 30P /A
Deadline- Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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Renovations, repairs
may ease space crunch

Lawsuit claims university CSU faculty starts year
discriminated against prof without new contract

LAWSUIT. from page I
while non -Hispanic facults with similar
or lesser qualifications have been promoted over him.
In evidence submitted in 1983,
Okerlund, who was then dean of the
School of Humanities and Arts. said that
she had not recommended Hernandez for
promotion to full professor.
"Beyond classroom teaching, Professor Hernandeis achievements fall
short of the expectations for promotion
to full professor." okerlund said
"He has participated in only one
departmental committee and in no school
or university committees since his promotion in 1978," she said "There is no
evidence of contribution to the department, school or unisersity beyond teaching of his assigned classes."
However. Jose Hernandez said he
has served on two university committees
since 1982.
Fullerton, in a statement published
soon after the trial ended in July. said.
"Associate professors get promoted to
full professor positions based on their
such as their teaability in academics
ching and service to the university --and
their achievement in scholarly. profes(Hernansional and artistic areas
dez) has been considered several times
for promotion, hut he hasn’t met those
criteria yet
Fullerton. Okerlund and Gustafson
said they were advised not to talk further
about the trial.
Hernandez sued for promotion to
full prolessor, a sabbatical and financial
damages. is ith the amount to be set by
the jury.
tht suggested that the basis for setting damages be the difference between
his salary of $33,000 a year and the
$4.43100 to S45.000 he would have eventually earned as a full professor.
Hernandez said he was promoted to
associate professor in 1978, only after
Radio:. then chairman of the foreign languages department. advised him to write
a letter to John Bunzel, university president at the Tillie.
Radke told him to mention his racial
background and to threaten a lawsuit it
he were not promoted. Hernandez said.
Hernandez wrote the letter, and
Bun/el inspected his dossier and promoted him.
The promotion procedure at
’is
for candidates to submit their dossier.
department, school and uniyersity ta.
ulty committees.
The chairman of the department.
dean of the school and academic vice
president then make recommendations at
each level.
The dossier and recommendations
are next sent to the university president,
irho makes the final decision in consultation with the academic vice president.
In unusual cases, candidates may
appeal directly to the president.
Hernandez said he applied for pro
mi mon to full professor in 1979. He was
denied then and again in 1980 and 1981
Radke said he encouraged Hernan
de/ in 1979 "to wail a little longer...
Radke said. "People have to wait fiyc
years unless they’re so outstanding
. ."
Hernandez said that the uni.ersity
had offered hint an out -of-court set
’lenient three days before the trial.
The university offered 520,000
his attorney and a difference -of-pay
leave, in which he would receive what
was left from his normal salary after his
replacement had been paid, Hernandez
said. He said he rejected the offer.
Okerlund said the university did try
Ii’ settle out of court, hut she was not
sure about the amount offered to Hernan
After more than four weeks of testi
mony and three days of deliberation, the
jury found against Hernandez 12-0 on
the conspiracy charge and 10-2 on
charge of discrimination. The one His
panic juror voted with the majority.
Both Jose and Fernando Hernandez
said they believe the reason the verdict
was against them is that most of the pirork were young and only two had any
college education. Without a college ed
tic:Mon they said, the implications ,it

Lack of funds
for new track
upsets officials
lR(’k.1
page I
oil leak in a transformer sighted by the
Environmental Protection Agency were
placed before the track in priority.
The track is used by many physical
education classes and the track and field
team.
"It is not only used during class
time, hut the towns people arc using it in
the mornings and on the weekends."
said Dan (Hines, human performance associate professor.
Off-campus groups, such as the corporate itlympies, also use the track.
When the track was constructed in
1967 by the 3-M Company of Minnesota. it was only the second hardened
track in the country.
’We can’t very well say, ’come
look at our school’ because they would
see our worn-out track.’ Clark said.
He said that SJSU’s track amd field
when
team is rated among the top
competing indoors Outdoors, the team
is among the top 16.
The team has one of the worst
tracks in the state system. Clark said.
Four other schools in the state system had tracks resurfaced and one campus had a field replaced during the 198586 school year, making SJSU’s track one
of the oldest in the system.
The SJSU track was taken off the
priority list because it could be patched.

administrative bureaucracy are hard to
understand.
In his motion requesting that Judge
Wright reverse the verdict, Fernando
Hernandez said, "No one is going to
state they discriminate . . . It is one
thing to have found that there was no
conspiracy by the individual defendants,
hut quite another matter to find that there
was no discrimination against the plaintiff."
Radke said everybody tried to help
Hernandez.. "I tried it) help him as much
as I could. There was no discrimination . . . He tried to be promoted
ahead of time. I feel %cry sorry about the
whole thing.’’
Affirmative Action Officer Samuel
Henry said the "case was difficult from
Prof. Hernandeis perspective, because
he noticed, as have a lot of people, that
there was underrepresentation of Hispanics on the faculty . ’
Hispanics represent 3.25 percent of
the SJSU faculty.
"On the other side . . the university sees this front two perspectives,’’
Henry said. "First, they realize there is a
problem, thereffire they set up the Affirmative Action Plan
. For in our
society, there is no quality yi) ithout equity."
Hernandez said he u.is shocked by
the verdict. "It is extreme emotion a
. With
case such as mine evokes
many Hispanics working as janitors
cooks, there are very few positive role
models
Hernande, said he will not leave the
university even though the administration might like hint to
"The university can and has debeing prostroyed many professors .
moted has nothing to do with merit. We
proved that in the trial. It was a great
moral victory.
"The energy wasted by professors
losing their self-respect is a high price to
pay when it could be used Dor) teaching."
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A.S. President Thin Boothe said
there is not enough space in the Student
for campus groups
Union
Asuncion said the university is try"At this point, getting building BB
ing to phase out use of the three buildway off."
ings, in order to comply with a 1972 is still a dream. It’s a long
mandate front the CSU hoard of MAWS. Boothe said.
Ralph Bohn, dean of Continuing
That mandate required universities Education, said building BB is "somewe arc trying to look intothing
to discontinue use of structures mu origi. . nothing is definite, hut we have
nally intended for use by the schools in
talked about the building as being a posthe CSU system.
sible permanent site (for Continuing EdRepresentatives front both the As- ucation I.
sociated Students hoard of directors and
ADVERTISE
Continuing Education have expressed interest in occupying building BB, once it
277-3171
is vacated.

appointed to consider the problem.
The panel will be composed of one
person selected by CFA, one by
CSU, and one impartial even.
If the three -member panel is also
unable to coax an agreement from the
two parties. the CSU will have to act,
Worthman said. The CSU hoard of
trustees would be free to exercise unilateral implementation of a new contract, bound only by conditions they
put forth at the final bargaining session.
Should it come to that. Worthman said "collective action" on the
part of many faculty members would
be a likely response. He stopped short
of threatening lawsuits or strikes, although the CFA has filed unfair labor
practice suits against the CSU in the
past.
Approximately 60 people attended the meeting, which, it was
pointed out by one faculty member,
was a significant increase from prey ious meetings. Nonetheless, only
58.7 percent of all SJSU instructors
belong to the CFA 152 -percent systemwide). and Worthman admit, that
a higher enrollment could have a telling effect in the negotiations.
Many of the faculty members
who spoke at the meeting seemed to
reflect the opinion of sociology instructor Geoff Tootell. "The basic
thing is they Want to scare you to
death.- he said of the CS(’ bargaining stance. -Part of it is they’re just
mean."
And English professor Scott
Rice. the CFA chapter president at
SJSU, offered the opinion that "what
they’re threatening to do is devastating. They would rather have complete control of a second-rate system
than shared control of a first-rate system.

PROPOSAL, from page I
t any rank and any salary for new
employees front the 20 published
steps for placement of the new hire.
he explained. The fear on the part of
many current faculty members is a
scenario in which an assistant could
he hired land paid) at Step 20 while a
professor is still being paid at Step 6.
Step I receives the lowest pay and
Step 20 receives the highest.
The uncertainty concerning the
FERP also gnaws at local CFA members, judging by the reactions of
those present at the meeting. Conditions of the expired contract are still
in effect during negotiations.
All tenured faculty members
over the age of 55 wishing to retire
may continue to teach on an alternating semester basis for up to eight
years at half pay. The program helps
teachers through a difficult transition
period, Worthman said, and also
helps to phase in new blood.
The administration’s initial position, he said, was to abolish the
FERP. In Friday’s talks, however,
administration negotiators made a
new proposal that would compromise
current conditions. Under the new
plan the retirement period would he
shortened to three years, and the
question of who qualifies would he
tell tip to the individual campus presidents
The CFA and the CSU are currently in the second of three steps in
the negotiation process. The first step
ended on June 12 when the administration broke off the collective bargaining talks.
A state mediator has been appointed to try to assist the two parties
In reach an agreement. If that fails,
and Worthman said he thinks ii will,
an advisory fact-finding panel v. ill be
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